The Monarchy
the Labour Party, as it was in 1935, to sa7 forthrightly
that they will interpret their election to mean that they
have the right to override opposition to their programme
from the House of Lords. Is the King to say, in the face
of this, that they must either submit to the procedure of
the Parliament Act or accept the necessity for a penal
dissolution? If ministers refuse to accept the King's
interpretation of his function, is he to dismiss them?
Does Professor Keith think that an election fought upon
the issue of the King's power is likely to strengthen the
position of the British monarchy?
Lord Esher, who was an enthusiastic monarchist, saw
this danger more clearly, I think, than Professor Keith
has done. The King, he insisted, has no option but to
accept the advice of his ministers so long as they have a
majority. "If the constitutional doctrine of ministerial
responsibility means anything at all/' he informed
George V, "the King would have to sign his own death-
warrant, if it was presented to him for signature by a
minister commanding a majority in Parliament. If there
is any tampering with this fundamental principle, the end
of the monarchy is in sight." And a majority in Parlia-
ment, clearly, must mean a majority in the House of
Commons, since a priori a Labour Government cannot
have a majority in the House of Lords. The King is left,
as Lord Esher said, the power of remonstrance. He can
expatiate to ministers on the unwisdom of their course;
he can picture the grave risks they are running. But, once
they have made up their minds upon the advice they
propose to tender to him, his constitutional duty is to
accept it. The alternative, as I have said, is their dis-
missal; and that must necessarily lead to a conflict over
the prerogative of which the outcome will be, on Any
showing, momentous,
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